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Abstract

Completion of large-scale public projects require effort from a
sequence of office-motivated public officials. Since the effort exerted
by each official is often difficult to verify, it is hard to say who is
responsible for a project’s outcome. How should a society discipline
public officials in such situations? In a dynamic citizen-candidate
model with multi-period projects and persistent agency friction, I
characterize the unique public official firing rule that achieves the first
best, for the highest possible misalignment of interests between society
and appointed officials, is Markovian and trembling-hand perfect. The
rule completely ignores the midterm project signals and conditions
punishment (firing) only on the end of the project outcomes. Under this
rule, it is always the case that only one official is in charge of a given
project from its commencement to the completion. This eliminates
the need for the society to figure out who is responsible for a given
project’s outcome.
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1 Introduction

Responsibility for the outcomes following politicians’ and public officials’
actions is often a subject of debate. Politicians often boast about the projects
and policies that generate good outcomes during their term of office, and tend
to blame bad outcomes on the misdeeds of the politicians who held offices
before them. Given all that, it is usually difficult for a society to figure out
who is responsible for what. This is one source of uncertainty that makes it
difficult for the society to discipline the behavior of political actors through
the threat of losing office. Another source of uncertainty is that political
actors usually have inside information about other political actors’ actions,
as well as the ability to hide their own actions. There are two questions to be
scrutinized by the society - what was done, and who did what. Answers
to those questions determine who is punished and who is rewarded. I ask, to
what extent, should the society care about answering each of those questions,
in order to make sure that the politicians behave in the interests of the society.

In a dynamic citizen-candidate model with multi-period projects and
persistent agency friction, I characterize the unique politician firing rule
(disciplining device) that achieves the first best, for the society, for the
highest possible misalignment of interests between the society and the ap-
pointed officials. In addition, I require the disciplining device to be Markovian
and trembling-hand perfect. The disciplining device completely ignores
midterm project signals and conditions punishment only on the end of project
outcomes. For the society, this disciplining device eliminates the need for
asking a question - who did what? It never happens that a public official
is in charge of only a part of the project, and hence the society knows that
all the responsibility for a given project’s outcome is on one public official.
The question - what was done? - is asked only after the project is completed
and only the final outcome of the project is considered for making the public
official replacement decision.

Formally, there is a continuum of citizens with homogeneous preferences
over a sequence of projects. Time is discrete and horizon is infinite. At the
start of each period, there is an incumbent politician who initiates a project
that needs 2 periods (stages) to be completed. Citizens and politicians care
about the project outcome at the completion stage (no payoffs are accrued,
from the project, at the interim stage). A politician also receives benefits
from holding the office and may care about project outcome less than a
citizen (misalignment of interests). An incumbent politician can exert a
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hidden costly effort when he is in the office. In the first stage of the project
development, citizens receive a signal about the effort that was exerted and
decide whether to keep the politician in the office or replace him with a
challenger drawn randomly from the pool of citizens. At the end of the second
stage of the project, outcome is generated that depends on the effort exerted
in both stages of the project. After observing the outcome, citizens decide
whether to keep the incumbent or replace him with a challenger.

Restricting contract space to the Markovian contracts, the main purpose
is to find a disciplining device (contract) that implements first best, for the
society, for the highest possible misalignment of interests between society and
politicians. It turns out that there may be more than one such disciplining
device. However, if we refine our search to the disciplining devices that are
also trembling-hand perfect, we end up with the unique device.

The intuition for why termbling-hand refinement leads to uniqueness is as
follows. We need to solve for the first best allocation and derive conditions
for its implementability. The first best is when the politicians always exert
effort on the equilibrium path. Because we have persistent effort, the presence
of private histories can cause divergence of beliefs between the society and
politicians. For instance, in an equilibrium where political actors always exert
effort on the equilibrium path, after any public history, the society believes
that with probability 1 the effort was exerted by the politicians. But after
a private history (private to the politician) where effort was not exerted in
the previous period, because of persistence, the society has wrong evaluation
of probabilities of the continuation histories (without persistence this issue
does not arise). Because not exerting effort is a zero probability event from
the perspective of the society, it does not necessarily have to incentivize
politicians to exert effort after such event. Hence, for implementing the first
best, after the private histories where a politician has exerted no effort in
the previous period, we have some degree of freedom in designing firing rules.
This creates multiplicity of disciplining devices that can implement first best
for the highest misalignment of interests. Trembling hand refinement ensures
that, to implement the first best, disciplining device has to incentivize the
politicians to exert effort after EVERY public or private history.

Derivation of the disciplining device achieving the first best for the highest
misalignment of interest proceeds as follows. To implement the first best, we
have incentive campatibility (IC) constraints, that guarantee that a politician
is exerting effort in the first stage (first stage IC constraint). In addition, we
have second stage IC constraints guaranteeing that a politician is exerting
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effort in the second stage, conditional on his privately known effort exerted
in the first stage and publicly observed signal from the first stage. First, I
look at the relaxed problem where first stage IC constraints are ignored. I
show that second stage IC constraints are relaxed if we never fire a politician
in the first stage. The intuition is that this way, from the perspective of
second stage, continuation value from staying in the office is maximized,
and hence the politician has better incentives to exert effort in the second
stage. Consequently, I show that under Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property
assumption on the distribution of project outcomes conditional on effort
exerted, the second stage firing rule is a threshold rule and that it is history
independent. The fact that it has to be history independent comes from
requesting effort to be exerted after every history. Finally, I verify that first
stage IC constraint is not violated by the constructed disciplining device. In
summary, we have a unique Markovian disciplining device, that achieves first
best for the highest misalignment of interests and is trembling-hand perfect.
The device never fires politicians due to the first stage results and prescribes
history independent threshold firing rule, that is based only on the project’s
final outcome.

2 Related Literature

There are at least two strands of literature that are related to this paper:
principal-agent models with persistent moral hazard problem and citizen-
candidate models.

2.1 Principal-Agent Models with Persistent Moral Haz-
ard Problem

Kwon (2015) constructs a model with persistent Markovian effort where the
second best contract is a tenure contract that eventually becomes history
independent. Ogawa (2011) shows that optimal contract doesn’t depend
on the past history of outcomes in a 2 period principal agent model with
persistent effort. Mukoyama (2005) provides numerical exercises for a finite
horizon principal-agent model with 2 period persistent effort and concludes
that persistence makes compensation less responsive to the project’s first stage
signals. Hopenhayen (2007) and Jarque (2008) draw some parallels between
traditional repeated principal agent models without persistence and models
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with persistence. They find sufficient conditions on the payoff functions
and the structure of effort persistence that ensure that optimal contracts
resemble those characterized in Rogerson (1985). Fernandes and Phelan
(2000) provide recursive formulation for a class of principal agent models with
Markovian effort persistence. In all those papers there is a tendency that
optimal contracts are or eventually become history independent i.e. even
though there is persistence (exogenous links between the periods), principal
tends not to use that for screening or incentivizing the agents.

Most of the papers in this strand of literature allow for monetary transfers.
This gives a flexibility in characterizing optimal contracts however, on the
other hand, it also generates redundancy in the problem which leads to the
existence of multiple contracts that are payoff equivalent. Multiplicity of
optimal contracts does not allow one to say much about qualitative aspects
of such contracts. Unlike this, I shut down monetary transfers. This reduces
the principal’s flexibility for disciplining agents but buys us a unique contract
for our purposes.

2.2 Citizen-Candidate Models

This class of models was introduced by Osborne, Martin and Slivinsky (1996)
and Besley and Coate (1997) independently. In those models, similarly to
ours, there are no preexisting political entities that compete for the office.
Politicians come from the pool of citizens and rejoin the pool once they are
fired. Banks (1999) is closely related to my model. The difference is that he
has iid one period projects, politicians do not return to the pool of society
once fired and politicians only live for 2 periods. He restricts analysis to
the Markov perfect equilibria in cutoff strategies. Duggan (2015) studies the
same model as in Banks (1999) but assumes that once a politician is fired
he returns to the pool of the citizens. Rothert (2015), building on Banks
(1999), adds persistent effort to the model and considers only moral hazard
problem under technically more simplified version of the model. His setup
is also different from ours in several respects most important of which is
the modeling of persistence. None of the above models allows for monetary
transfers and all of them restrict analysis to Markov equilibria.
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3 The Model

3.1 Setup

Time is discrete, indexed by t = 0, 1.., and horizon is infinite. There is a
continuum of citizens and a sequence of homogenous 2 stage projects. Without
loss of generality, I consider discounting from the end of project to the end of
the following project. There are two stages within each period t, - t0 and t1
where, 0 stands for the first stage of the project development and 1 stands
for the second stage of the project development.

At each stage, incumbent politician chooses how much effort to exert.
Together, effort choices in the first and the second stages determine the
outcome for the society. Effort choices are not observed by the society. When
taking the office a politician observes what effort was exerted in the previous
period by his forerunner.

Stage t0 : At the start of stage t0 there is an incumbent politician i who
chooses effort level et0 ∈ {0, 1}. Society’s utility is independent of politician’s
actions in this stage and is normalized to 0. i gets utility z − c(et0). z is
the payoff from holding office and c(·) is the cost of effort. A signal θ from
some compact set Θ is drawn according to the distribution Φet0 (·) where
the distribution is commonly known and θ is commonly observed. Society
updates beliefs about et0 . A challenger j is randomly drawn from the pool of
citizens and the society decides whether to keep i at the office or to fire him
and appoint j.

Stage t1 : Incumbent politician, j (j = i or j 6= i), observes et0 (in
addition to public history) and chooses et1 ∈ {0, 1}. Let e ≡ et0 + et1 . The
project outcome, yt, is drawn from F (yt | e). The society gets utility of
yt and updates beliefs about et0 and et1 given belief about the strategies
of the politicians, realizations of θ, yt and term of j in the office. Let It
denote all the information that the society has at this point (including belief
about the strategies chosen by the politicians). I denote the society’s beliefs
about effort levels exerted conditional on It by Pr(et0 | It) and Pr(et1 | It). A
politician’s utility function is (1 − α)yt + z − c(et1) where α measures how
aligned politician’s and society’s preferences are, in terms of outcomes of the
project. At the end of the period, a new challenger, k, is drawn. Society
chooses whether to keep j or to appoint k. A new project is commenced in
the next period and the above game repeats.

The society and the politicians use a common discount factor, δ.
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3.2 Discussion of Model

Large scale public projects and reforms take long time to be completed.1 In
addition, for such projects it is usually the case that members of a society
have homogeneous preferences over outcomes. Take for instance public school
reforms. People may have different definitions of what better public school
system means and thus they may have different preferences on the approaches
to the reforms. But in the end, public officials working hard on such reforms
is desirable for everyone2 This model is suited for such examples.

The main parameter of the model is the degree of alignment of preferences,
α, between the politicians and the society. Misalignment of preferences may
arise due to various reasons. One reason is that a politician may have better
outside option compared to citizens, that arises due to privileges from holding
the office. For example, having a private security guard, a politician may
discount the importance of public security.

An important assumption is that the society cannot discipline politicians
using monetary transfers. This assumption is common in the models of
dynamic elections. A way one could interpret this feature is that politicians
are the ones who usually dictate property rights, that constraints the society
from using monetary incentives for disciplining the politicians.

3.3 Technical Assumptions

Let Ee ≡ EF (yt | e) and Fe ≡ F (yt | e), where E stands for the expectation
operator. I make the following assumptions on the model parameters.

Assumption 0. c(et0 = 1) = c(et1 = 1) = c, c(et0 = 0) = c(et1 = 0) = 0.

Assumption 1. E2 − E1 = E1 − E0 ≡ Ē > c.3

Assumption 2. z − c > E2.

1Education system reforms, infrastructural projects etc.
2One could alternatively assume heterogeneous preferences in the society and a majority

voting rule in which case only the median voter’s preferences would matter. Another
scenario for the homogeneous preferences would be a problem of local public good provision
where residents of a constituency want their representative to work hard in order to divert
as much public funding as possible for the local public good.

3The main result goes through with E2 − E1 6= E1 − E0. The assumption is made for
simplifying the exposition.
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Assumption 3. F0, F1, F2,Φ
0(·),Φ1(·) are continuous. F0, F1, F2 have com-

mon support Y ⊆ R+.

Assumption 4. F2 �MLRP F1 �MLRP F0.

3.4 Strategies

Here I define the strategies for the players. In order to avoid unnecessary
notation, I define only Markovian strategies.

Let Term = {f, s} where f stands for a politician working on a given
project for the first time after he was appointed to the office and s stands
for a politician working on a given project for the second time since he was
appointed to the office, respectively. With some abuse of language I call f
the first term and s the second term. During the first stage of the project
development, in any period, incumbent politician is in the state f while at
the beginning of the second stage, if incumbent was reelected then he is in
the state s and if a new politician was appointed then this new politician is in
the state f . Elements of Term are called term. Let E = {(et−1, et)} where
(et0 , et1) ∈ {1, 0}2. Let the first stage part of i′s strategy be (π, 1− π) where
π ≡ Pr(et0 = 1). Let the second stage part be p(term, et0 , θ) which is the
probability of playing et1 = 1 given incumbent’s term, his or his forerunners
first stage action and public signal from the first stage. For the society, let
the first stage part of a strategy be k(θ) ≡ kt0(θ) which is the probability
of keeping the incumbent given the observed signal. Let the second stage
part of the society’s strategy be kt1(θ, y, term) which is also the probability
of keeping the incumbent at the office given the signal realizations in both
stages and the term of the incumbent.

Here I note that the class of strategies defined above are absorbing in
the sense that if the society uses such strategies then the politicians cannot
benefit by using strategies that dependent on richer histories. Conversely, if
all politicians use symmetric Markovian strategies then the principal cannot
gain by responding with strategies from other class of strategies.

Definition 1. A Symmetric Markov Disciplining Device with the second
stage disciplining device restricted to the intervals in Y (MDD) is a pair
(k(θ), Y1(θ, term)) where k : Θ −→ [0, 1] and Y1 : Θ× Term⇒ (a, b), where
b ≥ a and (a, b) ∈ Y 2.4

4Let Y0(θ, term) ≡ Y1(θ, term)c. Note that for a fixed θ, Y0(θ, term)∪ Y1(θ, term) = Y.
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A politician’s strategy is a pair P = (π, p(term, et0 , θ)) where π is the
first stage probability of playing et0 = 1 and p(term, et0 , θ) is the second stage
probability of playing et1 = 1.

I assume that all the indifferences are resolved in favor of the outcome
that benefits the society.

A note about the restriction of the second stage disciplining device to the
intervals in R+ is in order here. Generally, the literature restrict attention
to the firing rules that depend on the updated probabilities about agents’
types or actions. Equilibria usually turn out to be of the cutoff structure in
beliefs.5 It is easy to see that my restriction to the connected intervals is
strictly weaker than restricting second term disciplining device to depend on
the beliefs. Appendix B provides a more detailed discussion.

3.5 Values

Note that the only relevant state variable for a player at the beginning of t0
is whether he is a politician or a citizen. Also, because of the continuum of
citizens each citizen has 0 probability of becoming a challenger. I write ∗ to
indicate the equilibrium variables and values that are taken as given by a
player making a decision. Also, I assume that whenever effort is exerted there
is a probability 1− l with which it does not succeed. For example, if at the
first stage, effort was exerted but it did not succeed then the signal will be
drawn from the distribution Φ0(·). Let H(term, θ, et0) denote the expected
payoff to the politician in power at the beginning of t1,

H(term, θ, et0) = (1)

z + lp(term, θ, et0)(1− α)E1+et0
− p(term, θ, et0)c+

(1− lp(term, θ, et0))(1− α)Eet0 +

δlp(term, θ, et0)[F1+et0
(Y ∗1 (θ, term))V ∗(pol) + F1+et0

(Y ∗0 (θ, term))V ∗(cit)] +

δ(1− pl(term, θ, et0))[Fet0 (Y ∗1 (θ, term))V ∗(pol) + Fet0 (Y ∗0 (θ, term))V ∗(cit)]

The term V ∗(pol) is the value for a politician at the beginning of stage
1 in any given period and V ∗(cit) is the respective value for the society.
Note that, none of those values depend on the histories from the previous
projects as per restriction on the strategies. At the beginning of t1 the

5See Banks & Sundaram (1998), Duggan (2015) and Rothert (2015).
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incumbent gets benefit from holding the office, z, and incurs c only if exerts
effort. Conditional on exerting the effort, he succeeds with the probability
l and has instant enjoyment of social outcome which in expectation is (1−
α)E1+et0

where et0 is previous stage’s effort and subscript 1 indicates that
we are conditioning on et1 = 1. If he either does not put the effort or puts
the effort and does not succeed, he gets (1 − α)Eet0 . This summarizes the
expected payoff for the politician from stage t1. After t1, the new period
starts and discounting with the factor δ takes place. If at t1 effort was
exerted and it succeeded, the joint probability of which is lp(term, θ, et0),
then starting from (t+ 1)0 the politicians will get the expected continuation
value [F1+et0

(Y ∗1 (θ, term))V ∗(pol)+F1+et0
(Y ∗0 (θ, term))V ∗(cit)] where he gets

V ∗(pol) if he maintains the office (is not fired) and V ∗(cit) if he is fired.
Probability of being fired depends on the effort exerted and the disciplining
device. For instance, F1+et0

(Y ∗1 (θ, term)) is the probability of not being fired
conditional on: in the stage t0 the effort level et0 was exerted and succeeded
(if the effort was exerted), in stage t1 et1 = 1 was exerted and succeeded
and the society’s strategy is not to fire the politician if and only if y ∈
Y ∗1 (θ, term). If at t1 effort was not exerted or it was and did not succeed then
the politician gets expected continuation value of [Fet0 (Y ∗1 (θ, term))V ∗(pol) +
Fet0 (Y ∗0 (θ, term))V ∗(cit)].

Now I account for the first stage value of the politician (that is, at the
beginning of each project),

V (pol) = z − πc+

1∑
j=0

(jπl + (1− πl)(1− j))× (2)∫
φj(θ){k∗(θ)H∗(s, θ, j) + (1− k∗(θ))[lp∗(f, θ, j)Ej+1(J∗(yt, θt, term)) +

(1− lp∗(f, θ, j))Ej(J∗(yt, θt, term)))]}dθ

In any given period t, at the beginning of the first stage, incumbent
gets z and if exerts effort then pays c. Given that exerted effort succeeds
and conditional on the signal realization, θ, he is kept in the office with the
probability k∗(θ) and gets H∗(s, θ, 1) as a continuation value from the second
stage. This accounts for πl

∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)H∗(s, θ, 1)dθ. Note that we do not

have discounting between the stages. If the politician exerted effort and
succeeded in the first stage, which happens with the probability πl, and given
the realization of θ he is fired, which happens with probability 1− k∗(θ), then
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from the second stage he goes back to the citizen pool. Once he becomes
a citizen, he enjoys the outcome from the end of stage 2 that also depend
on the strategies of a new politician who exerts effort with the probability
p∗(f, θ, 1) and succeeds with l. In this case, the ex-politician, who is now a
citizen, gets J∗(yt, θt, term) = yt + δV ∗(cit) expectation of which is taken
with respect to F2. If the new politician does not succeed or does not exert
the effort then the ex-politician gets J∗(yt, θt, term) expectation of which
is taken with respect to F1. All these account for the term πl

∫
φ1(θ)(1 −

k∗(θ))[lp∗(f, θ, 1)E2(J∗(yt, θt, term))+(1−lp∗(f, θ, 1))E1(J∗(yt, θt, term)))]dθ.
Other terms in 2 are interpreted similarly. The second stage value for a citizen
is,

J(yt, θt, term) = yt + δV ∗(cit)

First stage value for a citizen is,

V (cit) =

1∑
j=0

(jlπ∗ + (1− lπ∗)(1− j))× (3)∫
φj(θ){k(θ)[l(p∗(s, θ, j)Ej+1(J∗(yt, θt, term)) +

(1− lp∗(s, θ, j))Ej(J∗(yt, θt, term)))] +

(1− k(θ))[l(p∗(f, θ, j)Ej+1(J∗(yt, θt, term)) +

(1− lp∗(f, θ, j))Ej(J∗(yt, θt, term)))]}dθ

In 3, H∗(term, et0) is H(term, θ, et0) with p(term, θ, et0) = p∗(term, θ, et0);
V ∗(pol) is V (pol) with π = π∗; and V ∗(cit) is V (cit) with k(θ) = k∗(θ). Index
j in the summation indicates whether the effort was exerted and succeeded in
stage 1 or not. For instance, if it was exerted and did not fail, which happens
with the probability lπ∗, then a signal θ is drawn from Φ1. Conditional on
that signal, the probability of not firing an incumbent is k(θ). The society
gets utility zero at the end of stage one (a normalization). At the end of
stage 2, y is drawn from F2 given that at the second stage additional effort is
exerted and succeeds, which happens with the probability l(p∗(s, θ, 1). If at
the second stage effort is not exerted or it is exerted without a success, which
happens with the probability 1− lp∗(s, θ, 1), then y is drawn from F1. Other
terms are interpreted similarly.
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3.6 Solution Concept and Refinement

The society can commit to a Markovian Disciplining Device. However, it
turns out that the restriction to the Markovian contracts along with the
assumption that the society does not have any direct costs of firing or hiring
the politicians makes the commitment assumption redundant. Hence, I can
focus on the dynamic game between the society and the politicians and search
for the best Markov perfect equilibrium for the society.

Definition 2. A Symmetric Markov Perfect Equilibrium is the tuple
(π∗, p∗(term, θ, et0), k

∗(θ), Y ∗1 (θ, term)) satisfying the following,
i) p∗(term, θ, et0) ∈ arg maxp(term,θ,et0 )∈[0,1] H(term, θ, et0) for all term, θ

and et0;
ii) π∗ ∈ arg maxπ∈[0,1] V (pol);
iii) k∗(θ) ∈ arg maxk(θ)∈[0,1] V (cit) for all θ;
iv) Y ∗1 (θ, term) ∈ arg maxY1(θ,term) J(y, θ, term) for all term, θ.

I introduce several definitions that culminate into defining the main
problem to be solved.

Definition 3. Optimal MDD (OMDD) is MDD that implements the socially
optimal outcome in Symmetric Markov Perfect Equilibrium.

The social welfare in a given period can be defined either by Ee− c(et0)−
c(et1) or by Ee. Assumptions 1 guarantees that in both cases, society wants
the politicians to exert effort in both stages.

Definition 4. The best OMDD (BOMDD) is OMDD that implements the
socially optimal outcome in Symmetric Markov Perfect Equilibrium for the
highest possible α (denoted αsol) among all OMDDs.

BOMDD is an OMDD that implements the social optimum for the highest
possible divergence between the society’s and the politicians’ interests. One
scenarion where we would care about BOMDD would be if the society has the
following lexicographic preferences: in the first place the society is concerned
with the optimality of the outcome and then it is concerned with ensuring
that the worst possible type of a politician would behave so that to achieve
this optimum. Other reason for why we would be interested in BOMDD is
to figure out when it is possible to implement the first best. Yet another
reason would be to find out when the belief-free (with regard to the politicians
preferences) implementation of the first best would be possible.
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Solving for BOMDD is complicated by the presence of the persistence
of private information (first stage effort also affects the final outcome of the
project). To deal with this complication I introduce the following refinement.
Let (1− l) be a small probability that even if effort is exerted it will be in
vain i.e. exerted effort will not affect the probability distribution of y. Let
αsol(l) be the worst type of the politician for which the first best can be
implemented, given the tremble of magnitude 1− l.

Definition 5. l−tremble BOMDD is BOMDD under l. The set of l−tremble
BOMDDs is denoted by B(l) and its elements are denoted by b(l).

Definition 6. b∗(1) is a trembling hand perfect BOMDD (TBOMDD) if there
exist some sequences {lk}∞k=1 and {b(lk)}∞k=1such that i) for each k, lk < 1 and
limk→∞ lk = 1; ii) for each k, b(lk) ∈ B(lk); iii) limk→∞ b(lk) = b∗(1) a.s.

TBOMDD is a trembling hand refinement with a specific type of a tremble
and is the object of the consequent analysis.

4 The Main Result

In this section I solve for the TBOMDD. Technical details of the proofs are
relegated to the appendix A. Substituting for J(yt), 2 and 3 can further be
reduced to,

V (pol) = z − πc+
1∑
j=0

(jπl + (1− πl)(1− j))× (4)∫
φj(θ){k∗(θ)H∗(s, θ, j) + (1− k∗(θ))[lp∗(f, θ, j)Ej+1 +

(1− lp∗(f, θ, j))Ej + δV ∗(cit))]}dθ

V (cit) =
1∑
j=0

(jlπ∗ + (1− lπ∗)(1− j))× (5)∫
φj(θ){k(θ)[l(p∗(s, θ, j)Ej+1 + (1− p∗(s, θ, j))Ej + δV ∗(cit))] +

(1− k(θ))[l(p∗(f, θ, j)Ej+1 + (1− p∗(f, θ, j))Ej + δV ∗(cit))]}dθ
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First, I discuss some properties of OMDD. We definitely need effort exerted
with probability 1 at every stage and in every period on the equilibrium path.
Suppose that l = 1. Since the choice of effort is unobserved by the society and
persistent we could achieve the first best with a kind of strategy that does
not incentivize the politicians to exert effort in stage 2 if stage 1 effort was 0.
This can be done because effort is a private history for a politician and in
OMDD, from the society’s perspective, stage 1 effort being 0 is a probability
0 event. Hence, the society is not restricted to implementing a certain effort
choice after that probability 0 history.6 However, when 1− l > 0, 0 effort in
t0 is no more a 0 probability event even if effort is exerted after every history.
Thus, for OMDD we need to ensure that effort is exerted after any private
history. Substituting π∗ = p∗(term, θ, et0) = 1 for all term, θ and et0 we get,

V ∗(cit) =
l2E2 + 2l(1− l)E1 + (1− l)2E0

1− δ
(6)

From 6 we can now explicitly see why commitment issues do not arise on
the part of the society. As V ∗(cit) is independent of the society’s strategies
the problem, k∗(θ) ∈ arg maxk(θ)∈[0,1] V (cit) for all θ, is redundant.

For now, I drop the dependence of values and strategies on term and
solve this relaxed problem. Later I will argue that the society cannot achieve
better outcomes by conditioning on Term. We need IC’s for the politicians
ensuring that π∗ = p∗(θ, et0) = 1 for all θ and et0 . First, we need H(θ, et0)
evaluated at p(θ, et0) = 1 to be more than H(θ, et0) evaluated at p(θ, et0) = 0.
This translates into

l(1− α)Eet0
+1 − c+ (1− l)(1− α)Eet0

+

δl[Fet0
+1(Y ∗1 (θ))V ∗(pol) + Fet0

+1(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit)] +

δ(1− l)[Fet0
(Y ∗1 (θ))V ∗(pol) + Fet0

(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit)]

≥ (1− α)Eet0 + δ[Fet0
(Y ∗1 (θ))V ∗(pol) + Fet0

(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit)]

⇐⇒
6This kind of a solution would be in the spirit of Fernandes & Phelan (2000).
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α ≤ α∗(θ) ≡ min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F2(Y ∗1 (θ))− F1(Y ∗1 (θ)))V ∗(pol, α∗(θ))

Ē
+

δ(F2(Y ∗0 (θ))− F1(Y ∗0 (θ)))V ∗(cit)− c/l
Ē

}
α ≤ α∗∗(θ) ≡ min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F1(Y ∗1 (θ))− F0(Y ∗1 (θ)))V ∗(pol, α∗(θ))

Ē
+

δ(F1(Y ∗0 (θ))− F0(Y ∗0 (θ)))V ∗(cit)− c/l
Ē

}
We can further simplify the expressions by noting that F2(Y

∗
0 (θ)) =

1−F2(Y ∗1 (θ)) and F1(Y ∗0 (θ)) = 1−F1(Y ∗1 (θ)) imply F2(Y ∗0 (θ))− F1(Y ∗0 (θ)) =
F1(Y

∗
1 (θ)) − F2(Y

∗
1 (θ)) and similarly for F1(Y

∗
1 (θ)), F0(Y

∗
1 (θ)). Also, I will

drop dependence of V ∗(pol, α) on α and will make it explicit only when it is
important for the arguments. Using these simplifications the above conditions
reduce to,

α ≤ α∗(θ) ≡ min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F2(Y ∗
1 (θ))−F1(Y ∗

1 (θ)))(V ∗(pol)−V ∗(cit))−c/l
Ē

}
(7)

α ≤ α∗∗(θ) ≡ min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F1(Y ∗
1 (θ))−F0(Y ∗

1 (θ)))(V ∗(pol)−V ∗(cit))−c/l
Ē

}
(8)

We also need to ensure that π∗ = 1. For this we need V ∗(pol) evaluated
at π∗ = 1 to be more than V ∗(pol) evaluated at π∗ = 0,

∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)H∗(θ, 1)dθ −

∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)H∗(θ, 0)dθ + (9)∫

φ1(θ)(1− k∗(θ))[lE2 + (1− l)E1 + δV ∗(cit))]dθ −∫
φ0(θ)(1− k∗(θ))[lE1 + (1− l)E0 + δV ∗(cit))]dθ ≥ c/l

7,8 and 9 ensure that the politicians exert effort after every history. The
problem of finding an l − tremble BOMDD reduces to finding a disciplining
device that satisfies 7,8 and 9 for the highest possible α for a given l. In the
end, we need to ensure that there is some BOMDD for l = 1 to which some
sequence of solutions converge.

Now I state the main result. Let (1, Y ∗1 = (y∗,∞)) a.e. be a disciplining
device where 1 a.e. means that k∗(θ) = 1 a.e. θ and Y ∗1 = (y∗,∞) a.e. means
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that Y ∗1 (θ, term) = (y∗,∞) a.e. θ. Let the functions α∗(y), α∗∗(y) be defined
by

α∗(y) = min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F1(y)− F2(y))2(z − c)− c(1− δ(1− F2(y)))

Ē(1− δ(1− F2(y))) + δ(F1(y)− F2(y))E2

}
(10)

α∗∗(y) = min

{
1, 1 +

δ(F0(y)− F1(y))2(z − c)− c(1− δ(1− F2(y)))

Ē(1− δ(1− F2(y))) + δ(F0(y)− F1(y))E2

}
(11)

Definition 7. I say that a disciplining device is almost unique TBOMDD if
it is unique for almost all histories.

Proposition 1. The disciplining device (1, Y ∗1 = (y∗,∞)) a.e. with

y∗ = arg max
y∈Y

min{α∗(y), α∗∗(y)}

is the almost unique TBOMDD.

TBOMDD is very simple. It never fires a politician in the midterm of
the project no matter what the signal is and at the end of the project it is
simply a cutoff rule independent of the midterm signals and the term of the
politician. Moreover TBOMDD is almost unique.

Not conditioning the disciplining device on the midterm signals completely
eliminates the need for asking - who did what? Because it never happens
that two different politicians work on the same project, all the responsibility
for a given project outcome is due to the politician working on that project.

Other interesting aspect of the TBOMDD is that it does not punish or
reward a politician on the basis of whether the politician in the office at
the second stage was the one who initiated the project at the stage one or
not. This happens mainly because a politician would never internalize such
distinction given that disciplining device is Markovian. At the beginning of
the first stage a politician cares about his future promised value as a politician
only under the contingency in which tomorrow he is still the one who started
the project. At stage 2, a politician knows that things will start afresh from
the following period and thus if at the beginning of stage 2 an f politician is
incentivized ”better” than s politician to exert effort this does not make the
outcome for the society superior to the outcome under which both, f and s
politicians, are incentivized as f type.

Throughout, I assumed that α is the same across politicians and it is
known to the society. What if we allow α to vary across politicians and
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in addition, assume that it is privately known by a politician. Recall that
αsol = min{α∗(y∗), α∗∗(y∗)} is the worst possible type of a politician for which
the first best can be implemented. Proposition 1 immediately implies the
following,

Corollary 1. In the model where α is allowed to vary across politicians and
in addition, it is privately known by a politician, the belief-free implementation
of the first best is possible if and only if the support of the politician types is
restricted to [0, αsol].

Finally, we have the following comparative static on α(l),

Corollary 2. αsol(l) is non-decreasing in l.

Remark. One modification of the model would be to allow for the overlapping
projects, that is to allow a politician to choose whether to continue the current
project or to start the new one. If it is optimal for the society that no politician
interrupts a project in progress (scrapping a project is wasteful), then it is not
difficult to see that the main result remains true. Claim 1 in the appendix A
shows that a politician would be willing to be a politician rather than returning
to the pool of the citizens, for every possible disciplining device. To guarantee
that a politician does not scrap a project, the society could punish a politician
scrapping a project by immediately replacing him. This punishment would be
sufficient to ensure that no wasteful scrapping takes place.

This model is tailored for the particular application. However, small
modifications would make it relevant for other applications. For instance,
we could consider a manager (instead of a politician) and an owner (instead
of a society) of a firm. The firm owner has multiperiod projects and needs
a manager for those. A disciplining device consists of a firing decision, in
addition to a linear profit sharing, as in Berhold (1971) i.e. (1 − α) is the
share of y that goes to the manager and α is the share of y that goes to the
owner. We also can change outside option for a manager from V ∗(cit) to 0.
It is easy to verify, that if Ē >

√
c, then the main result goes through.

A Appendix

This part of the appendix proves proposition 1. Let

M ≡ 1− δl2
∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)F2(Y ∗1 (θ))dθ − δl(1− l)

∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)F1(Y ∗1 (θ))dθ−
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δl(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)F1(Y ∗1 (θ))dθ − δ(1− l)2

∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)F0(Y ∗1 (θ))dθ.

Some algebra leads us to,

V ∗(pol) =
z − c+ l

∫
φ1(θ)(1− k∗(θ)) [lE2 + δV ∗(cit) + (1− l)E1] dθ

M
+

(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)(1− k∗(θ)) [lE1 + δV ∗(cit) + (1− l)E0] dθ

M
+

l
∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)[z + l(1− α)E2 − c+ (1− l)(1− α)E1]dθ

M
+

l
∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)[δlF2(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit) + δ(1− l)F1(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit)]dθ

M
+

(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)[z + l(1− α)E1 − c+ (1− l)(1− α)E0]dθ

M
+

(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)[δlF1(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit) + δ(1− l)F0(Y ∗0 (θ))V ∗(cit)]dθ

M

I start by defining the problem to be solved for l − tremble BOMDD. I drop the
dependence of strategies on Term and later will prove that by conditioning on Term the
society cannot do better. The problem is formulated as follows,

sup
Y1(θ)

inf
θ∈Θ

min{α∗(θ), α∗∗(θ)} (12)

subject to IR1, IR2(θ, et0), IC1

IR1, IR2(θ, et0) are politicians’ individual rationality constraints for stages 1,2, respec-
tively. They ensure that a politician does not want to return to the pool of citizens. IC1 is
given by 9, α∗(θ) is given by 7 and α∗∗(θ) is given by 8. Problem 12 states that given these
constraints, we need to find a correspondence Y1(θ) such that under this correspondence
the infrimum of α over all relevant private and public histories is as high as possible.
Rephrasing, we are looking for the second stage disciplining device that induces exertion of
second stage effort for the worst possible type of a politician uniformly over all relevant
private and public histories given that constraints for participation and exerting effort in
the first stage are satisfied. Note that, in addition to the public histories, we also need
this for all relevant private histories because of trembling hand perfection. Otherwise, only
on-equilibrium path private histories would matter. Let the solution to 12 be denoted as
αsol which of course may not be attained. We must have αsol ≤ min{α∗(θ), α∗∗(θ)} for all
θ ∈ Θ.

Note that 7 and 8 depend on α∗(θ) and α∗∗(θ) through V ∗(pol). However, I do not
make the dependence of V ∗(pol) on α∗(θ) and α∗∗(θ) explicit whenever this would not
affect the arguments.

The proof of the lemma proceeds in 7 steps. Claim 1 deals with the IR constraints.
For claims 2,3 and 4 we drop IC1 constraint and consider the relaxed problem. Claims 2
and 3 show that k∗(θ) = 1 for almost all θ is the first stage l − tremble BOMDD. Claim 4
shows that Y ∗1 (θ) is independent of θ and is of the form (y∗,∞) a.e. Claim 5 shows that
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under the solution suggested by claims 2 to 4, IC1 is satisfied. Claim 6 shows that the
l − tremble BOMDD implied by previous claims is TBOMDD. Lastly, claim 7 argues that
conditioning disciplining device on Term cannot improve our solution (i.e. cannot increase
αsol).

Claim 1. IR for a politician is satisfied for all l ∈ [0, 1] and disciplining devices.

Proof. V ∗(pol) can be rewritten as

V ∗(pol) = V ∗(cit) +
z − c+ l

∫
φ1(θ)(1− k∗(θ)) [lE2 + (1− l)E1] dθ

M
+ (13)

(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)(1− k∗(θ)) [lE1 + (1− l)E0] dθ

M
+

l
∫
φ1(θ)k∗(θ)[z + l(1− α)E2 − c+ (1− l)(1− α)E1]dθ

M
+

(1− l)
∫
φ0(θ)k∗(θ)[z + l(1− α)E1 − c+ (1− l)(1− α)E0]dθ

M

IR for a politician is V ∗(pol) ≥ V ∗(cit). This is indeed the case in 11 because z > c by
assumption 2 and also M ≥ 0. As for the second stage IR, dosing some algebra, it is easy
to see that assumption 2 implies that it is also always satisfied for all histories, disciplining
devices and strategies of the politicians.

Claim 2. k∗(θ) = 1 almost everywhere maximizes V ∗(pol)− V ∗(cit) for all l

Proof. Let K ⊆ Θ be the set of θ where k∗(θ) < 1. Let k∗∗ be such that k∗∗(θ) = k∗(θ) = 1
for all θ ∈ Θ. Then, comparing V ∗(pol)− V ∗(cit) under these alternative strategies one
immediately sees that the expression under k∗∗(θ) is greater if K does not have zero measure.
This is because for a fixed θ, the numerator increases and M decreases in k(θ).

Claim 3. (F2(Y ∗1 (θ))− F1(Y ∗1 (θ))) ≥ 0 and (F1(Y ∗1 (θ))− F0(Y ∗1 (θ))) ≥ 0

Proof. Otherwise we would just set Y ∗1 (θ) = R+ which would ensure that both, 7 and 8
are higher.

Observing 7, 8 and 11, claims 2 and 3 immediately imply that k∗(θ) = 1 a.e is the first
stage disciplining device that maximizes α∗(θ) and α∗∗(θ) for each θ.

Claim 4. Y ∗1 (θ) is independent of θ.

Proof. V ∗(pol) depends on Y ∗1 (θ) only through M. We can write the following

α∗(θ) ≡ min{1, 1 +
δ(F2(Y ∗1 (θ))− F1(Y ∗1 (θ)))U(α∗(θ))−Mc/l

ĒM
}

α∗∗(θ) ≡ min{1, 1 +
δ(F1(Y ∗1 (θ))− F0(Y ∗1 (θ)))U(α∗∗(θ))−Mc/l

ĒM
}
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U(α) is the collection of terms that are independent of Y ∗1 (θ) and it is decreasing in
α. Hence in our problem, Y ∗1 (θ) enters only through (F2(Y ∗1 (θ)) − F1(Y ∗1 (θ)))/M and
(F1(Y ∗1 (θ))− F0(Y ∗1 (θ)))/M. Thus, if we show that some second stage disciplining device
maximizes those terms for each θ then that device would also maximize α∗(θ) and α∗∗(θ)
for each θ. Assumption 4 guarantees that each pair of densities (fj , fi), i 6= j cannot
intersect multiple times in such a way that those intersection points are disconnected.
Given this observation and claim 3, there must be a set Cθ ⊆ Y ∗1 (θ) such that f2 ≥ f1 and
f1 ≥ f0 for each θ on Cθ. To see this, suppose this was not the case then f2 < f1 and
f1 < f0 for all subsets of Y ∗1 (θ) cannot be the case because then this would contradict
claim 3. Suppose for every subset it is the case that f2 < f1 whenever f1 ≥ f0 and
vice versa. Take y′ = min{inf(y ∈ Y ∗1 (θ) : f1 ≥ f0), inf(y ∈ Y ∗1 (θ) : f2 ≥ f1)}. Suppose
y′ = inf(y ∈ Y ∗1 (θ) : f1 ≥ f0) then for all y < y′ we have f2 < f1 and for all y ≥ y′ we
have f1 ≥ f0. By MLRP there is some y′′ > y′ such that f2 ≥ f1 for all y ≥ y′′. Take
infrimum of such y′′ then given that we are restricted to connected sets and given claim
3 then we must have (y′, y′′] ∈ Y ∗1 (θ) and hence at least on y′′ we must have f2 ≥ f1

and f1 ≥ f0.Contradicting that for every subset of Y ∗1 (θ) it can be the case that f2 < f1

whenever f1 ≥ f0 and vice versa. Now because of assumption 4, and observing that M
decreases in the length of Y ∗1 (θ) this set must be going all the way to the upper support of
the distributions for almost all θ.Thus, for a.e. θ we have Y ∗1 (θ) = (yθ,∞). Now we are
ready to see that Y ∗1 (θ) must be independent of θ for a.e. θ. Take some subset K ⊆ Θ
of nonzero measure and suppose yθ depends on θ on that set. Take y∗ = inf(yθ : θ ∈ K)
then we can set yθ = y∗ for all θ ∈ K that would decrease M as y∗ ≤ yθ and because
αsol ≤ min{α∗(θ), α∗∗(θ)} for all θ ∈ Θ, αsol′ under this modification would be such that
αsol′ ≥ αsol. Hence, Y ∗1 (θ) is independent of θ a.e.

So far, I have shown that l − tremble BOMDD is (1, Y ∗1 = (y∗,∞)) a.e. That is,
the disciplining device is completely independent of midterm signals and the midterm
disciplining is never used. Now, I will verify that 9 is satisfied.

Claim 5. Under l − tremble BOMDD 9 is satisfied

Proof. Substituting l − tremble BOMDD in 9

(1− α)Ē + [l(F2(Y ∗1 )− F1(Y ∗1 )) + (1− l)(F1(Y ∗1 )− F0(Y ∗1 ))]δ(V ∗(pol)− V ∗(cit)) ≥ c/l

Let m ≡ δ(V ∗(pol)− V ∗(cit))(F2(Y ∗1 )− F1(Y ∗1 )) and m′ = δ(V ∗(pol)− V ∗(cit)(F1(Y ∗1 )−
F0(Y ∗1 )). Suppose wlog that solution to P is such that α∗ ≤ α∗∗ then, this implies that
m ≤ m′. Note that if we ensure that 9 holds for α∗ then it holds for all α ≤ α∗. Substituting
α∗ in above inequality, one gets

c/l −m+ lm+ (1− l)m′ ≥ c/l

The inequality reduces to m ≤ m′ which is what we started with.

We can rewrite problem 10 as

max
y∈Y

min{α∗(l), α∗∗(l)}
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We can write max because min{α∗, α∗∗} is a continuous function in y and Y is compact
or can be made compact by defining the maximization problem on [yl, arg miny′,y′′{f2(y′) =
f1(y′), f1(y′′) = f0(y′′)} where yl is the lower bound of the support Y. Also we know that
IR1, IR2(θ, et0), IC1 are satisfied and we drop them.

Claim 6. The disciplining device (1, Y ∗1 = (y∗,∞)) a.e. with

y∗ = arg max
y∈Y

min{α∗(y), α∗∗(y)}

is the almost unique TBOMDD.

Proof. As we saw all the IR’s and IC’s are satisfied under l− tremble BOMDD. Also, first
stage disciplining device is not used for all l ∈ [0, 1] and for almost all histories. y∗(l) a.e.
is also continuous in l by the Berge’s Maximum theorem and thus converges to the limit
y∗(1). One more thing to ensure is that liml→1 α

sol(l) = αsol(1) but this also follows the
Berge’s Maximum theorem.

I have solved for the TBOMDD assuming that strategies don’t depend on Term. Now
I show that making the strategies Term dependent cannot increase αsol(l) for any l.

Claim 7. Making the strategies Term dependent cannot increase αsol(l) for any l

Proof. The social optimum is to incentivise agents to exert effort in every period and during
any term and hence the social optimum is independent of the Term. The only channel
through which Term could make a difference is if one could relax incentives of politicians for
exerting effort by making strategies dependent on Term. Term affects only H(term, θ, et0).
Making the disciplining device Term dependent would add 2 more constraints that is we
would have α∗(term), α∗∗(term) and of course adding more constraints cannot increase
αsol(l).

B Appendix

B.1 Proof of Corollary 2

We need to show that V ∗(pol, αsol(l)) − V ∗(cit) is nondecreasing in l under l − tremble
BOMDD. Note that V ∗(pol, αsol(l)) depends on αsol(l) as well. For now, for the sake of
arguments, it is important to make this dependence explicit. Differentiating numerator,
we have (1 − αsol(l))Ē ≥ 0. Differentiating denominator - l(F1(Y ∗1 ) − F2(Y ∗1 )) + (1 −
l)(F0(Y ∗1 ) − F0(Y ∗1 )) ≤ 0 where the inequality follows from claim 3. Also the term c/l
decreases in l. Note that in the differentiation I fixed Y ∗1 , and αsol(l) in V ∗(pol, αsol(l)).
Hence, min{α∗(l′, Y ∗1 , αsol(l)), α∗∗(l′, Y ∗1 , αsol(l))} > αsol(l) for l′ > l if we fix Y ∗1 (l), and
αsol(l) in V ∗(pol, αsol(l)). Now let us consider what happens when we vary αsol(l) in
V ∗(pol, αsol(l)). Because V ∗(pol, αsol(l)) is decreasing in α, we can increase αsol(l) to some
α′ such α′ = min{α∗(l′, Y ∗1 , αsol(l)), α∗∗(l′, Y ∗1 , αsol(l))} and hence α′ > αsol(l). Now, if we
also allow Y ∗1 to change with l then the new solution at higher l′ cannot be lower than α′.
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B.2 Second Stage Disciplining Device: Intervals vs Thresh-
old Strategies in Beliefs

I argue that the restriction to the second stage interval firing strategies (disciplining devices)
is strictly weaker than restricting second term disciplining device to depend on beliefs
about effort exerted. The posterior beliefs about politician’s actions in period t are given
by

Pr(et0 = 1 | yt, θt, term, equilibrium strategies) = (14)

1

1 + (1−π)[(1−p(term,0,θt))f0(y)+p(term,0,θt)f1(y)]φ0(θ)
π[p(term,1,θt)f2(y)+(1−p(term,1,θt))f1(y)]φ1(θ)

and

Pr(et1 = 1 | yt, θt, term, equilibrium strategies) = (15)

1

1 + π(1−p(term,1,θt))f1(y)φ1(θ)+(1−π)(1−p(term,0,θt))f0(y)φ0(θ)
πp(term,1,θt)f2(y)φ1(θ)+(1−π)p(term,0,θt)f1(y)φ0(θ)

Differentiating 14 with respect to yt we obtain,

(1− p(term, 1, θt))(1− p(term, 0, θt))(f ′1(y)f0(y)− f1(y)f ′0(y))+

p(term, 1, θt)p(term, 0, θt)(f
′
2(y)f1(y)− f2(y)f ′1(y))+

p(term, 1, θt)(1− p(term, 0, θt))(f ′2(y)f0(y)− f2(y)f ′0(y))

This derivative is positive because the MLRP assumption implies that

(f ′1(y)f0(y)− f1(y)f ′0(y)), (f ′2(y)f1(y)− f2(y)f ′1(y)), (f ′2(y)f0(y)− f2(y)f ′0(y))

are all positive. Similarly, for expressions 15. Hence, beliefs are strictly increasing in the
second period outcome. So, if we have a cutoff strategy, p∗1, p

∗
2, this is the same as not

firing agent for y ≥ y∗ where y∗ is the outcome that solves min{p∗1, p∗2}. Hence we have
a corresponding interval firing rule, (y∗, upperboundofdistr sup port). To see that I allow
for strictly more with the interval strategies suppose the politician always exerts effort
with probability 1 then, equilibrium beliefs assign probability 1 that effort was exerted in
any stage. In such case, cutoff strategies in beliefs would be redundant. However, with
the interval strategies we can still condition on observed outcomes in the second stage and
punish the politician on the basis of the realizations of the project outcomes.
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